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The Anglia Revenues Partnership (ARP) is an exemplar of
the opportunities and benefits of public sector partnership
working. It demonstrates how councils can meet the
aspirations of the local government modernisation agenda
and residents by placing quality and high performance at
the centre of service delivery. 

We are now in the top quartile in all key Best Value
Performance Indicators for our services whilst saving the
two founding partners around £400,000 a year in service
delivery costs.

High quality and high performance has been achieved
through truly innovative thinking and service delivery, built
upon a strong quality culture embraced by the
management, policies, governance and service delivery of
the partnership. The public partnership methodology offers
genuine opportunities to drive down cost of service
delivery between like minded local authorities. 

This case study demonstrates how excellence in service
delivery has been achieved for Breckland and Forest
Heath District Councils and how sharing resources drives
down the cost of service delivery. The success of the twin
aims of high quality and efficiency savings make a
compelling argument for the development of partnership
working as a preferred service delivery model.

The Anglia Revenues Partnership
came into being on August 1, 2003
when Breckland and Forest Heath

district councillors signed an
agreement to form a partnership to
deliver Revenues services to both

authorities. Since then staff, IT and
accommodation have been brought

together to maximise the working
efficiencies envisaged in the original

business plan.
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It was recognised early in Best Value Reviews that
Breckland and Forest Heath authorities were relatively small;
as a result they both paid a premium to seek to improve
performance. There would come a point where increasing
performance would not be cost effective and where,
individually, little or no further improvement could be made. 

To avoid this, the logical conclusion was to seek the
opportunity to work with others to realise the economies of
scale of sharing expertise, ICT, staff and accommodation. By
sharing services the ability to improve the service, whilst still
enjoying efficiency gains, stretches further and further as the
partnership grows.

Breckland and Forest Heath recognised the opportunity to
be leaders in this revolutionary approach to Revenues
service provision. Although other authorities across the
country had tried, none of the proposed projects had yet
reached fruition.

The two authorities believed that they possessed
circumstances that would encourage success, through their
geographical position, political compatibility and shared
needs. A commitment and clarity to the joint aims existed
and both the members and officers demonstrated a will to
succeed with this project to the advantage of both councils
and their residents.

A business plan was therefore produced to define the gains
envisaged; this was approved by both sets of councillors
and the project began.

Partnership achieves
efficiency gains by sharing:

• resources
• expertise
• ICT
• procurement
• accommodation
• savings

With the following outcomes

• Improved performance to the
service users

• Reduced base costs of the
service

• Ability to do more with less
• Stronger, more resilient

services, able to ride the
peaks and troughs of service
delivery

• Flexible and commercial
attitude to service delivery

Efficiencies
innovation in revenues and benefits service provision
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Each authority committed to achieving all of these outcomes
and agreed that by making sound investment in the future,
added value in terms of expertise, innovation and investment
would be gained for all of the councils entering into the
partnership. 

The building blocks for success and progress were steadily
put into place. Unusually for a local authority, the partnership
provided the opportunity to tear the rule book up and build an
organisation from scratch to provide for the requirements of
the modern day customer and the modern forward thinking
local authority. 

The joint committee, senior officers in both authorities and the
management team of the partnership have driven through real
strategic and organisational change. They are now
recognised nationally as deliverers of change and excellence
and regularly provide support and consultancy to other local
authorities. This, however, also provides them with a wide
range of knowledge of best practice that is often
incorporated within their own service delivery.

To support the ARP a series of specialised teams have been
created to provide solid expertise within key support service
areas. These teams provide real sources of specialised
knowledge that provide the foundations for a strong
organisation.

The agreed outcomes
are:

• Excellence in service delivery

• Customer satisfaction with the
services provided 

• Significant cost advantages to
the partnering councils

• Continuous improvement in the
three elements above

• Economies of scale promoting a
robust and flexible service,
capable of absorbing change

The key objectives of the
partnership for Breckland
and Forest Heath
Councils are:

• To improve the Revenues
services for the users of the two
services

• To reduce the costs of
administration 

• To see continuous improvement
in the service delivery of the
services

• To offer staff development and
opportunities

• To improve the skill levels in each
service

• To achieve and maintain upper
quartile performance in the
measurable BVPIs

• To increase the number of
partners and customers of the
partnership to achieve further
efficiency gains

• To deliver a consistent and
resilient service with the ability to
ride the peaks and troughs of
service delivery.

To achieve these
objectives the following
specific outputs were
expected:

• Joint committee to oversee
service, provide joint vision and
policy direction

• Shared Academy Revenues ICT
suite from one server initially
based in Breckland and building
on the current installation 

• IT data processing provided
remotely by third party supplier,
once partners operate from the
same accommodation (ie, IT
hardware and software provided
off site)

• Shared DIP systems

• Joint IT support from one
supplier

• Shared managerial posts and
operational posts

• Joint procurements of all third
party services

• Unification of processes, working
practices and policies on service
provision

• Shared accommodation and staff

• Shared budgets

• Single postal and cash
administration access points

• Shared training facilities

The partnership
provided the

opportunity to
tear the rule

book up and
build an

organisation
from scratch 
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The ARP provides the following services to its host
authorities:
Council Tax collection
Business Rates collection
Benefits administration 
Fraud prevention

However, in the past year the partnership has also started to
develop services that it can provide to other local authorities.
These cover four main categories.

Resilience teams
Assessment teams have recently assisted Broadland
Council and St Edmundsbury Council to reduce backlogs of
work. The teams have demonstrated that support can be
provided on a variety of IT systems with Academy, Anite,
Comino and SX3 being used successfully. The success of
this operation has attracted interest and approaches from
other authorities to provide similar teams to support their
own services.

Specialised skills
A number of specialised skills have been developed within
the ARP workforce that provide an opportunity to trade.
These include finance, systems administration, fraud
interviewing, project management, appeals, performance
management policy and law interpretation and
communication. Currently the ARP provides an appeals
representation for North Norfolk District Council, has
assisted the St Edmundsbury fraud team and has provided
systems administration to Broadland District Council.

Training
The ARP has dedicated training staff
who offer training courses that cover all
aspects of revenues and benefits service
delivery. This ranges from a full six month
course for new practitioners to a taster
course for those requiring a basic
understanding of Housing Benefit law. 

Consultancy
Since the introduction of the ARP the
staff of the partnership have been in
demand for speaking engagements,
visits and advice. A series of
engagements have been undertaken for
which a flat rate fee to cover costs has
been charged. A successful seminar
day has also brought delegates to
Thetford and reduced the cost of
provision. The increase in interest in the
partnership agenda has opened up
further opportunities soon to be
expended to include project
management and a wider variety of set
up services.

These services have opened up new
opportunities to the partnership to
develop these work strands into a
complimentary trading organisation that
can promote them in a commercial
market. 

Services and opportunities
innovation in revenues and benefits service provision
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The public
partnership
methodology
offers genuine
opportunities
to drive down
cost of service
delivery
between like
minded local
authorities
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Steve Knights - Partnership Strategic Manager
01842 756401 

steve.knights@angliarevenues.gov.uk

Paul Corney - Partnership Income Manager
01842 756431

paul.corney@angliarevenues.gov.uk

Sharon Jones - Partnership Benefits Manager
01842 756462

sharon.jones@angliarevenues.gov.uk

Rod Urquhart - Partnership Performance and Support Services Manager
01842 756437  

rod.urquhart@angliarevenues.gov.uk

Billy Cornish - Partnership Beacon Co-ordinator
01842 756472  

billy.cornish@angliarevenues.gov.uk

If you would like further information on the
services the ARP could provide your local
authority or are interested in a demonstration
of how the ARP works and the benefits and
improvements to revenue services in your
area please contact the following people.
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The Anglia Revenues Partnership

Breckland House
St Nicholas Street

Thetford
Norfolk

IP24 1BT

Tel: 01842 756472
Fax: 01842 756513

www.angliarevenues.gov.uk
email: info@angliarevenues.gov.uk
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